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Hierarchy

Color Options
Edgeband only

Red
HRED

Orange
HORG

Yellow
HYLW

Green
HGRN

Blue
HBLU

Navy
HNVY

Purple*
HPUR

Cool Gray
HGRY

Black
BK

QuickShip
Laminate Options

Amber Cherry
7919

Fusion Maple
7909

Gray Nebula
4622
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Asian Night
7949

Castle Oak
7928

Graphite Nebula
4623

Gray Elm
8201

Low Line
7998

Whiteboard
MRKR
(10% upcharge)

Platinum
PL

Suggested Chair & Table Sizes

Suggested Chair & Table Size Chart
Chair Seat Height

12"

14"

16"

18"

Table Top Height

~22"

~25"

~28"

~31"

Preschool

50%

Kindergarten

50%

50%

Grade 1

100%

Grade 2

50%

50%

Grade 3

100%

Grade 4

75%

25%

Grade 5

50%

50%

Grades 6–Adult
Based on percentage of students per grade that fit the listed chair seat height and table top height combination. Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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Color:

Scientific studies have shown
color measurably impacts on
how we feel and how we think.
Adding Hierarchy color either
boldly or in small pops can help
stimulate creative thinking.
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Simplicity:

Learning spaces should
be inviting and ordered,
especially for younger
learners. We focused on
simple yet functional lines
with Hierarchy, for fewer
distractions and less
complicated design.
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Based on the eight design principles outlined on these pages, Hierarchy
is a line of educational furniture and accessories engineered to elevate
learning spaces for teacher and student. Our goal is to provide an
integrated solution to educational environments
that are constantly morphing and adapting.

Comfort:

Students who are relaxed are more ready
to learn. Comfort isn’t just a physical
phenomenon, but an emotional one as well.
Hierarchy is built with a focus on ergonomics
to foster a fully engaged mind.
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Adjustability:

We understand learning
environments must
constantly change to fit
the needs of students.
Accommodating a wide
range of users is one of
the core principles of
Hierarchy design.
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Movement:

Movement is linked to learning. Our pulse,
breathing, and circulation all change when
we move, putting our brains into action. Many
Hierarchy products allow micromovement,
fostering a receptive frame of mind.
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Collaboration:

Working together is
a primary tenet of
active learning, and
when students
work together, the
knowledge becomes a
point of pride. Hierarchy
is designed for flexible group
configurations, large or small.
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Visibility:

Color is an easy way to capture a student’s attention, the first step in learning.
Hierarchy lets you color code information, or arrange learning areas or
activities by color, another way to help students retain knowledge.
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Engagement:

Learning includes not only
the mind but the body as
well. When furniture can
engage the body with the
brain, through gross and
fine motor skills, this can
result in improved learning
mechanisms and habits.

Resources: “Color Psychology: Does It Affect How You Feel?” by Kendra Cherry; “How Comfortable Classrooms Lead to a
Better Student Community” Concordia University; “Gross Motor Skills and Handwriting” Your Therapy Source NY

Hierarchy

School Stools
Bring comfort and style
to your classroom or
other educational space
with the Hierarchy Stool.
Perfect for higher table
tops and for instructors,
the stool is and
ergonomic and vibrant
addition to any room.
Multiple sizes, base styles,
and vibrant colors for all
ages of users. Flexible and
ergonomically shaped seat
with lumbar support for easy
position changes, eliminating
stagnant environments. Smooth
reinforced back allows for flex
action without sharp ridges.
4-leg base: Available in two
seat heights: 24" and 30", with
heavy gauge chrome coated
steel base. Includes nylon
swivel glides.
5-star base: Seat height adjusts
pneumatically from 23" to 33"H.
Base is made from durable
black plastic and includes 2"
swivel casters.
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Hierarchy
Student Chairs

Position a student for learning with the Hierarchy Student Chair.
With ergonomics in mind, the Hierarchy seating line is a colorful
and flexible solution for stimulating focus and motivation in your
school classroom or other learning environment.
Multiple sizes, base styles, and vibrant colors for all ages of learners. Flexible
and ergonomically shaped seat with lumbar support for easy position changes,
eliminating stagnant environments. Smooth reinforced back allows for flex
action without sharp ridges.
4-leg base: Available in four seat heights: 12", 14", 16", and 18" with heavy gauge
chrome coated steel base. Include nylon swivel glides.
4-leg caster base: Available in two seat heights: 16", and 18" with heavy gauge
chrome coated steel legs with 2" swivel casters.
Rocker base: Available in three seat heights: 14", 16", and 18". Heavy gauge
platinum steel base includes glides for quiet use and to protect floors.
Cantilever base: Available in three seat heights: 14", 16", and 18" with heavy
gauge chrome coated steel base. Include nylon swivel glides.
5-star base: Seat height adjusts pneumatically from 16.5" to 21.5"H. Base is
made from durable black plastic and includes 2" swivel casters.

800.749.2258 | www.moorecoinc.com
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Hierarchy
Flipz Stool
Stackable stools are the
ideal solution for students
with extra energy. Built
with one side as a rocking
stool, and the flip side as a
stationary stool, it can be
used both actively
and passively.
Works like an exercise ball to
keep a child’s body moving,
burning off extra energy and
providing an outlet
for restlessness.
Each end is made with slip
resistant material to keep the
stool stable on any flooring.
Body is lightweight and easy
to move, but durable enough
to stand up to every day use.
Features a handle on each end
for easy flipping, as well as
storage compartments.
Stools stack for easy and
compact storage.
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Enroll™ Tablet Chair
+

Hierarchy Shell

Get your classroom seating
on the move with the Enroll™
Tablet Chair + Hierarchy Shell,
designed to bring student
collaboration and motivation
to your space. Available in
all Hierarchy colors, and with
loads of options to choose!
Featuring a dual right- or lefthanded writing tablet chair and
360º rotation, Enroll™ makes
collaborative room configuration
a breeze!
Wide tablet for students’
comfort. Measures 26"W x 14"D
to support a Chromebook and a
notepad. Tablet swivels to adjust
to left and right hand students
and includes a pencil or stylus
holder. Tablet measures 27.4"H
from the floor.
Optional cup holder available
swivels to store beneath the
tablet when not in use.
Base stores backpacks and
books to remove clutter
from aisles.
Swivel seat allows students to
shift focus throughout the room.
18" seat height. Shell available
in all Hierarchy colors, and
available with or without arms.
Upholstered version available
with your choice of gradedin fabrics.
800.749.2258 | www.moorecoinc.com
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Hierarchy Adjustable

Grow Stool

®

Our height adjustable and
colorful Grow Stools add fun
and function to any active
learning space. Built to
engage a user’s core, these
stools are sure to stimulate
creative thinking.

Tall and short
Grow Stool® with
seat pad option

Wobble action and swiveling
seat encourage micromovement
to help bleed off excess energy.
Helps promote improved upright
posture and increased focus
while working.
Available in two sizes and eight
colors. Short stool is height
adjustable from 14" to 18", and
tall stool adjusts from 17" to 24".
Comfortable and ergonomic
stool made with durable and
lightweight plastic.
Available in non-swivel version
(lead times and MOQ apply.)
Optional seat pad now available
to enhance comfort and design
while promoting improved
posture and increased focus.
Snaps easily onto your Grow
Stool for quick switches
throughout the day or for
washing. Textured pad is slipresistant, and made with 100%
polyurethane. Fits either the tall
or short Grow Stool.
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Visionary

®

Hierarchy Magnetic

Glass Boards
Modernize your space
with a functional and
contemporary image.
Visionary® Hierarchy
magnetic glass boards
provide the best of a
quality whiteboard
with smart style in all
Hierarchy colors.
Borderless and seamless,
the board is available in all
Hierarchy colors to match
your environment.
Tempered safety glass ideal
for use in any environment.
Compatible with any dry/
wet-erase marker, grease
pen, etc. Easily cleans
without ghosting or staining.
Accepts rare earth magnets.
Simple and sturdy mounting
devices are padded to
protect surface. Includes
aluminum accessory tray
and set of magnets.
Fifty year limited warranty.

Visionary also available
in custom colors or with
custom graphics!

800.749.2258 | www.moorecoinc.com
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Hierarchy

Grow & Roll

Mobile Glass Boards
Get your colors on the go
with the Hierarchy Grow &
Roll Mobile Magnetic Glass
Board. Available in all of
the amazing Hierarchy
colors to match any space.
Ideal for use in collaborative
learning environments, the dual
magnetic glass markerboard
allows for multiple users, while
the floor to stand surface
maximizes use.
Moves easily wherever you
want it!

Small

Available in all Hierarchy colors
and custom colors as well. You
can even choose two colors for
added options and versatility!
Available in two sizes. Standard
with two locking and two
non-locking casters.

Large
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Hierarchy

Adjustable
Cantilever Desk
Available in two shapes for
maximum configuration
flexibility, the Hierarchy
Cantilever Desk is the
perfect solution for virtually
any classroom. Create rows,
pods of various sizes or
colors, all with an easy to
customize package.

Curve Top

Height adjustable cantileverbased student desk is available
with two top shapes to configure
into rows or group pods as you
need. Colorful laminate and
edgeband offering coordinates
with any other member of the
Hierarchy line.
Straight Top

Platinum or black base adjusts
in height from 23" to 30" to
accommodate a variety of users
and tasks. Desks stack for easy
and compact storage.
One-inch thick top is available
in straight or curved shapes to
create a variety of collaborative
spaces. Optional wire book
box available.

Stackable!

800.749.2258 | www.moorecoinc.com
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Hierarchy

Grow & Roll

Desks
Tables

&

Adjust your classroom
design expectations with
the line of Hierarchy Grow
& Roll Desks and Tables.
Designed for ultimate
flexibility, functionality,
and fun!
With a sleek design,
Hierarchy Grow & Roll tables
and desks easily height
adjust with the touch of the
finger to accommodate users
of all sizes and ages.

Wavy Rectangle Table

Available in fun and
functional table top designs:
bean, beluga, and Fender by
MooreCo are just a few to
choose from!
All models height adjust from
26.5" to 42.3".
All bases include durable
casters (two locking) for
easy mobility. Tables feature
dual pneumatic lift columns,
while desks feature single
pneumatic lift column.

Bean Desk
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Beluga Desk

Hierarchy
Edgeband
Colorful edgebanding
is available on our
extensive line of student
desk and table offerings.
Available in all standard
Hierarchy colors, feel
free to color coordinate
as you choose: create
pods with specific tasks
or groupings, match your
school colors, or match
any other elements
you desire.

Chevron Desks featured with Gray
Elm laminate, red edgeband, and
red Hierarchy Cantilever chairs.

Shapes Desk featured with Fusion
Maple laminate, green edgeband,
and green Hierarchy 4-Leg chair.

Boomerang Desk featured with Gray
Nebula laminate, orange edgeband,
and orange Hierarchy 4-Leg chair.

Cloud 9 Desk featured with Asian
Night laminate, purple edgeband,
and purple Hierarchy 4-Leg chair.
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